Kunduz Residents Fret over Presence of Illegal Gunmen

KUNDUZ CITY - Some residents of northeastern Kunduz province are perturbed about the ubiquitous presence of insurgents and criminals, criticising the government’s inaction to control them.

They want the authority concerned to take concrete steps for collecting illegal firearms from such individuals at the nearest possible address to people's worries about their safety.

A resident of Kunduz City, Rahmanullah, told Pamir Afghan News said police, drug traffickers and criminals were causing chaos in the city, leaving the people terrified.

“Openly move in all parts of the city. We have complained several times, but the government has so far done nothing. The officials concerned must craft their movement,”

Another inhabitant of Kunduz, Waisuddin also, called the presence of gun-toting individuals to ask the government to: “Help me,” (Afghan)

46 Militants Killed in Latest Military Operations: Govt.

KARJEL - Forty-six militants were killed and 18 others wounded as Afghan security forces conducted military and counter operations across the country over the past 24 hours, said Defense Ministry on Monday.

“Afghan National Defense and Security Forces have launched military operations against 46 insurgent districts and ambushed 18 al-Qaida militants killed and 18 others were injured,” it said in a statement.

According to the statement, the security forces also destroyed militants’ 19 bunkers and burned others. Afghan army together with police and national intelligence agency cordoned off the areas and carried out 60 missions to destroy nearly 500 militants’ strongholds and 19 battles. Two government’s security forces had been killed and four others wounded.
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